
Teaching Guide for DrawmaticAR Sentence Structures:  
Spatial Commands using the enjoys keyword 

In the sentences below, replace ___ with “[noun] enjoys”. 
For example:  
For “___ running around the paper” write  
“the ninja enjoys running around the paper” 
Feel free to choose any person noun from the Lexicon!  

(Each bold text below corresponds to a writing worksheet!) 

1. RunAroundPaper 
1. Around 

1. ____ running around the paper 
2. ____ running in a circle around the paper 
3. ____ running around in circles 

2. About  
1. ____ running about the paper 
2. ____ running in a circle about the paper 

2. WalkAroundPaper 
1. Around 

1. ____ walking around the paper 
2. ____ walking in a circle around the paper 
3. ____ walking around in circles 

2. About  
1. ____ walking about the paper 
2. ____ walking in a circle about the paper 

3. RunAcrossPaper 
1. ____ running across the paper 
2. ____ running from side to side 

4. WalkAcrossPaper 
1. ____ walking across the paper 
2. ____ walking from side to side 



5. RunAcrossPaperTopBottom 
1. ____ running from top to bottom 
2. ____ running from bottom to top 
3. ____ running from north to south  
4. ____ running from south to north 

6. WalkAcrossPaperTopBottom 
1. ____ walking from top to bottom 
2. ____ walking from bottom to top 
3. ____ walking from north to south  
4. ____ walking from south to north 

7. RunAcrossPaperLeftRight 
1. ____ running from left to right 
2. ____ running from right to left 
3. ____ running from edge to edge  
4. ____ running from coast to coast 

8. WalkAcrossPaperLeftRight 
1. ____ walking from left to right 
2. ____ walking from right to left 
3. ____ walking from edge to edge  
4. ____ walking from coast to coast 

9. RunAcrossPaperCornerCorner 
1. ____ running from corner to corner 
2. ____ running across from diagonal to diagonal 
3. ____ running across the paper from the diagonals  

10. WalkAcrossPaperCornerCorner 
1. ____ walking from corner to corner 
2. ____ walking across from diagonal to diagonal 
3. ____ walking across the paper from the diagonals 


